TESTIMONIALS & FEEDBACK FROM GIRLS 2004 ACADEMY U.K. TOUR 2017

“I just want to thank you all for taking care of Presley. She had a great time and I think as of today she
has fully recovered. Special thanks to Gwynn, Robin, and Cara for looking after her full time during
flights and the trip. It is something she will not for get and we loved seeing all the photos from everyone
and reading the texts. Although we were not there, it was nice to know where she and what you wall
were doing. Again we thank everyone so much!”
Mike and Sheri McDeavitt

“Thanks once again Gwynn for all of the time and effort that you put into our remarkable experience. I can only imagine the
detail that must go into putting a trip like this together with so many different people, needs, and personalities. Overall I
thought you did a fantastic job of keeping it all flowing and making it appear so seamless. We had the time of our lives! We will
look back on the memories with great fondness. Kudos to you!
Both hotels were fantastic in their own and unique ways. The contrast was welcomed. Both hotels offered the right amount of
amenities and were close to everything you needed to see or get to. On our final day we even headed back to the outside bar
area of the Tower Hotel. We got to see all of the marathon runners who had just finished up. That was really cool bonus.
Both of the pro games were amazing but Burnley was incredible. Even without the brawl the atmosphere was electric. It’s
everything I thought English football would be like. The club box at Emirates was top notch and a real first class treat.Roy was a
rock star! Amazing driver and an even better man! The videos made the bus an enjoyable time. Nice touch. it also certainly
gave us the time to knock off some of the cobwebs from the nights before and catch up on some much needed rest.
We really enjoyed our day in Wales. Amazing views. You weren’t kidding when you said it was God’s Country! The pubs! What
can I say. Sitting outside in Manchester was another great memory.
All in all we had the time of our lives! We will get a date together for a reunion which we are happy to host
Cheers! If you ever want to grab a pint with us and the crew let me know!” Jason Paolini

“WHO ARE YA… WHO ARE YA… WHO ARE YA… !! J
I wouldn’t change much on this trip as it was absolutely fantastic from beginning to end. Liverpool looked like a
very cool city and I might look into staying there as well.
• Hotels, meals, pubs, sightseeing options, etc were all great.
• Tour through London, Conway Castle, and girls games were favorites of our trip
Gwynn, You did an amazing job keeping 45 people on track and being flexible when needed (shopping vs
sightseeing). I couldn’t imagine this trip going any smoother. Truly amazing”
Aaron Geraughty

Hi Gwynn, ……….. “Fantastic time!!! Jason pretty much covered it all but I would say to give girls teams extra time
to souvenir shop. Thanks again for everything!!!!” Vanessa Paolini

Hello Gwynn,
“I hope this message finds you doing well. First and foremost, I wanted to thank you for all of your efforts prior to and during the
trip to ensure the trip was enjoyable and memorable. Izzy and I enjoyed the trip immensely, and returned to CA with a genuine
fondness for England (especially Chester), Wales, and the people of both countries. We will cherish our memories of the Emirates
Cup games, Cornish pastries in Stratford-Upon-Avon, and Conwy Castle always! So thank you for all that you did!”
Kind regards, Leslie

Hi Gwynn, “A few bullet points below
-I think one day should have a late start so everyone can sleep in ! J
- Spend the whole day at Conway castle
- Extra night in London.
- A night out in Liverpool
Does it sounds as though I enjoyed the social side a lot J !!??
- 3 games with a day break between them, where possible.
Coach and driver were great. All other activities including hotels and games/training sessions were great.”
Jerry Power

Hi Gwynn,
“This is Shauna Gartner (and family)! We all thought the trip was MAGNIFICENT and don’t have a whole lot of feedback as to
what to change. The training days and games were the perfect amount, and the touring excursions were spot on. I am sure it
has been suggested that some more free time or “shopping” time be incorporated, especially with a girls trip and specifically in
London, that was missed. That really is the only suggestions we had. We thought it was well planned out/organized and
orchestrated by a fabulous leader!!!
Thanks again for an amazing experience and lifetime of memories”
Shauna Gartner

